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	Tables
 Tables
 Athlegen's range of Australian made and imported massage and treatment tables provide options for all treatment industries. 

FIND OUT MORE






	

	Powerlift Range
 Powerlift Range
 Athlegen is an Australian specialist designer and manufacturer of superior power-driven treatment and massage tables.

FIND OUT MORE




		Seated Range
 Seated Range
 Athlegen's seated treatment and massage chairs fold effortlessly from a prone massage table, to a seated treatment chair. 

FIND OUT MORE


	Access Range
 Access Range
 The iconic Access range is Athlegen's most versatile power driven, electric massage table.

FIND OUT MORE


	Aus Made: Pro-Lift
 Aus Made: Pro-Lift
 Athlegen's range of Pro-Lift, electric driven massage tables are used in 1000's of clinics globally. 

FIND OUT MORE


	Imported: Value-Lift
 Imported: Value-Lift
 Save up to $300 on the Value-Lift range. These are the best priced quality electric tables in Australia and are used daily by thousands of...

FIND OUT MORE


	Imported: LUX
 Imported: LUX
 Introducing the NEW Centurion LUX Column Lift Tables. The Centurion LUX Column Lift Table is an electric examination chair specifically designed...

FIND OUT MORE





	Stationary Range
 Stationary Range
 Athlegen Stationary models are custom built to suit the way you work. Select your table height, width and with over 40 upholstery and cushioning...

FIND OUT MORE


	Portable Massage Tables & Beds
 Portable Massage Tables & Beds
 Whether you are a professional, a student or after a portable massage table for personal use at home we have a table to suit your needs.

FIND OUT MORE




		Imported: Portables
 Imported: Portables
 Our Centurion range of portable massage tables are designed by Athlegen in Australia and made to our strict QA specifications.

FIND OUT MORE


	Premium Portables
 Premium Portables
 The Centurion range of premium, professional portable massage tables are designed for professional use.

FIND OUT MORE





	Portable Massage Chairs
 Portable Massage Chairs
 A premium portable massage chair - strong, silent, and stable. The Traveller chair is fast to set up.

FIND OUT MORE


	NEW
 NEW
 Discover our newest Treatment Table Designs!

FIND OUT MORE






	By Industry
 By Industry
 Athlegen and Centurion treatment tables features a full range of massage tables for any modality. 

FIND OUT MORE






	

	Chiropractic Tables
 Chiropractic Tables
 Athlegen is an Australian specialist designer and manufacturer of superior power-driven treatment and massage tables.

FIND OUT MORE


	Medical Treatment Tables & Beds
 Medical Treatment Tables & Beds
 Enjoy working with beautiful consulting chairs, medical treatment tables, radiology tables, examination treatment tables and...

FIND OUT MORE


	Podiatry Chairs
 Podiatry Chairs
 Enjoy working with a beautiful Podiatry chair, meticulously engineered and manufactured in Australia, to exceptional standards.

FIND OUT MORE


	Physiotherapy Treatment Tables & Beds
 Physiotherapy Treatment Tables & Beds
 Athlegen offers 100% Australian made high quality Physiotherapy treatment tables and Beds.

FIND OUT MORE


	Spa, Laser & Beauty
 Spa, Laser & Beauty
 Athlegen provides a full range of purpose built electric beauty beds, massage & Spa treatment tables for salons or clinics.

FIND OUT MORE


	Home and Student
 Home and Student
 All student portables are made to our designs and strict QC requirements and offer exceptional value for money.

FIND OUT MORE


	Osteopathy
 Osteopathy
 Selected models available for immediate dispatch. Choose from a selection of Buy Now models which are available for immediate dispatch,...

FIND OUT MORE


	Massage and Natural Therapies
 Massage and Natural Therapies
 The ultimate massage tables for you and your clients. All Athlegen branded massage tables are fully adjustable and 100% manufactured in Australia.

FIND OUT MORE


	Huna and Lomi-Lomi
 Huna and Lomi-Lomi
 The Centurion CXL 720 is the ideal portable table for KA Huna, Lomi-Lomi, Relaxation Massage and Ayurvedic Treatments.

FIND OUT MORE


	Radiology, Ultrasound and Cardiology Tables
 Radiology, Ultrasound and Cardiology Tables
 NEW PRODUCT RELEASE, introducing Athlegen's latest Australian made Radiology, Cardiology and Imaging examination tables.

FIND OUT MORE


	General Medical Practice
 General Medical Practice
 Athlegen has a wide range of Electric and Stationary Examination Couches perfectly suited for General Practitioners.

FIND OUT MORE


	Laser Treatment
 Laser Treatment
 Athlegen is a leading Australian supplier of Laser Treatment Beds. Athlegen has a range of suitable products to fit any budget or need.

FIND OUT MORE


	Dental Saddle Seats
 Dental Saddle Seats
 Score has been manufacturing high-quality dental chairs and saddle stools in Holland for over 40 years.

FIND OUT MORE


	Dermatology
 Dermatology
 NEW PRODUCT RELEASE, introducing Athlegen's latest Australian made procedure and treatment tables.

FIND OUT MORE


	Bowen Therapy
 Bowen Therapy
 The Treatment Luxe features a sturdy design, superbly comfortable Dunlop premium Enduro cushioning...

FIND OUT MORE


	Tattoo Chairs and Beds
 Tattoo Chairs and Beds
 Athlegen Kebu and Volta stools are a premium height adjustable chair ideal for tattoo artists.

FIND OUT MORE





	Brands
 Brands
 Athlegen, Azima and Centurion are brands of Alevo Pty Ltd.

FIND OUT MORE






	

	Athlegen
 Athlegen
 Athlegen has been designing and manufacturing Australian made professional electric, stationary and portable massage and treatment tables for over...

FIND OUT MORE


	Azima
 Azima
 Azima is now part of Alevo Pty Limited... please call 1800 141 141 for assistance.

FIND OUT MORE


	Centurion
 Centurion
 Centurion imported treatment tables are designed by Athlegen in Australia. Centurion's high-quality yet affordable electric treatment tables and...

FIND OUT MORE


	Forme Medical
 Forme Medical
 For a Limited time only save $100 on the Forme Medical Stationary Bed. While Stocks last! 

For all Enquiries, and Product Information on all of...

FIND OUT MORE


	Score
 Score
 Score is a Dutch manufacturer of the world's most comfortable ergonomic saddle seats. Experience the unparalleled comfort of a Score saddle chair....

FIND OUT MORE





	Seats
 Seats
 Athlegen's range of seats and gas lift stools include quality Score saddle seats imported from Holland, Australian made Athlegen stools and...

FIND OUT MORE






	

	Ergonomic Saddle Seats
 Ergonomic Saddle Seats
 Experience the unparalleled comfort of a Score saddle chair. The ergonomically shaped saddle seat ensures...

FIND OUT MORE


	Athlegen Stools
 Athlegen Stools
 The Athlegen Australian made Kebu and Volta gas lift stools are a combination of strategic design and comfort.

FIND OUT MORE





	Accessories & oils
 Accessories & oils
 Athlegen's range of treatment table accessories includes Australian made and imported massage table accessories, spare parts, water-dispersable...

FIND OUT MORE






	

	Body Supports
 Body Supports
 Our range includes Australian made and imported body supports. Our Australian made body supports include the Pregnancy Pillow Set, Head Cradle Pads...

FIND OUT MORE




		Pregnancy Pillow
 Pregnancy Pillow
 Specifically designed to sit on a portable or electric massage table to improve the comfort for Pregnant women during massage treatments.

FIND OUT MORE


	Bolsters
 Bolsters
 Our range includes imported bolsters and Australian made bolsters to match your massage table colour and Upholstery.

FIND OUT MORE


	Face Cushions
 Face Cushions
 Soft face hole cushion that will make any massage table with a face hole instantly more comfortable.

FIND OUT MORE


	Prone Armrest
 Prone Armrest
 Athlegen offers a wide range of prone armrests in a range of colours and sizes perfect for any portable massage table. Easy to use, detachable and...

FIND OUT MORE


	SOT Wedges
 SOT Wedges
 S.O.T. (Sacro Occipital Technique) blocks made in Australia using high-density Australian foam and upholstered with high-quality fabrics.

FIND OUT MORE


	Supine Pad
 Supine Pad
 Athlegen's range of customisable Supine Pads attach to the head cradle mechanism on all Portable massage tables...

FIND OUT MORE


	Head Cradle Pad
 Head Cradle Pad
 Athlegen offers a range of Head Cradle Pads and Face Pads. Purchase our Australian made Athlegen Head Cradle Pad

FIND OUT MORE





	Fitted Covers
 Fitted Covers
 Protect your massage table upholstery with Athlegen fitted covers. We make our covers in Australia using Australian fabrics.

FIND OUT MORE




		Jersey Covers
 Jersey Covers
 Protect your massage table upholstery with Athlegen fitted covers. We make our covers in Australia using Australian fabrics. We custom make our...

FIND OUT MORE


	Terry Towelling – Navy
 Terry Towelling - Navy
 Protect your massage table upholstery with Athlegen fitted covers. We make our covers in Australia using Australian fabrics.

FIND OUT MORE


	Terry Towelling – White
 Terry Towelling - White
 Protect your massage table upholstery with Athlegen fitted covers. We make our covers in Australia using Australian fabrics.

FIND OUT MORE





	Portable Accessory Packs
 Portable Accessory Packs
 The Centurion Portable Massage table accessory packages come in two sizes 720 and 635 mm width.

FIND OUT MORE


	Head Cradles
 Head Cradles
 Athlegen stock head cradle mechanisms in three different sizes. We have a size to suit any electric or portable massage tables manufactured by...

FIND OUT MORE


	Massage Oils
 Massage Oils
 Athlegen is excited to officially announce our partnership with Premax. Premax is a leader in superior sports skincare and massage oils and creams.

FIND OUT MORE


	Portable Transit Bags
 Portable Transit Bags
 Protect your investment and your back with a portable massage table transit bag.

FIND OUT MORE


	Spare Parts
 Spare Parts
 We carry Athlegen and Centurion spare parts for many of the tables that we have manufactured.

FIND OUT MORE


	Consumables
 Consumables
 Athlegen's range of consumable cleaners, oils and disposable paper. Featuring Upholstery cleaners which are gentle and safe to use.

FIND OUT MORE




		Disposable Paper
 Disposable Paper
 Athlegen's range of disposable paper sheets for Apollo and Access Treatment table models.

FIND OUT MORE





	Premax
 Premax
 Athlegen is excited to officially announce our partnership with Premax. Premax is a leader in superior sports skincare and massage oils and creams.

FIND OUT MORE





	Sales & Specials
 Sales & Specials
 Athlegen offers a range of electric Treatment tables and portable massage tables with huge discounts ready to ship within 1-2 business days.

FIND OUT MORE






	

	Package Deals
 Package Deals
 Athlegen's package deals offer great savings with our portable table Packages.

FIND OUT MORE


	On Sale
 On Sale
 Athlegen has a range of Electric massage tables and portable tables on sale now. 

FIND OUT MORE


	Electric Table Sale
 Electric Table Sale
 Save up to 10% off a huge range of Athlegen and Centurion Electric Tables. 

FIND OUT MORE





	PRODUCT SERVICES




	

	Servicing and Maintenance
	Warranty Info
	Full Trading Terms and Conditions
	Payment Options
	Downloads
	Delivery Terms & Conditions
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                                                        Pro-Lift: Venus Extend

                                                            	Motorised Backrest and Seat Tilt. Linked backrest and seat move in unison.
	Manicure Armrests are entirely removable, providing ultimate comfort
	Featuring Fast and Quiet German Motors
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                                                        PRO-LIFT: Treatment X & V

                                                            	Superior Height Range. The Treatment X has a height range of 508mm - 995mm
	Dual Backrest Design. The Treatment X has dual 680mm backrests with an adjustment range of +65° to -20°
	Featuring a fast and quiet German Made motor and a 15 year Structural warranty.
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                                                        Centurion CXL Portable

                                                            	A premium portable massage table designed by Athlegen in Australia with a twin cable support and patented triangulation strut for unparalleled support.
	Featuring an open leg structure for improved access under the table. This allows you to treat clients in a seated position from any position around the table 720mm in width and only weighs 13.7kg
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                                                        Centurion: Value-Lift Range

                                                            	NEWLow price of $1495 including GST
	Designed by Athlegen in Australia and made to our strict QC
	In-stock. Available for immediate dispatch
	Take advantage of the Government’s instant asset tax write off scheme
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                                                        Athlegen Kebu and Volta Stools

                                                            	Custom built. Choose from over 27 upholstery options and colours
	Planetary Height Adjustment Mechanism allows you to adjust the seat height from any position
	4 different height options and an optional foot ring allow you to customise to your liking
	2 castor options - Friction Lock, ideal for hard floors, or Free-Rolling, designed for carpet
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                        DESIGNED & MADE IN BALLARAT

                        All Athlegen products are proudly Australian made in our Ballarat Factory

                    


                                    
                        
                                                    

                        15 YEAR WARRANTY

                        All Australian made Pro-Lift tables come with an industry-leading structural warranty

                    


                                    
                        
                                                    

                        SERVICING & AFTERCARE

                        Athlegen and Centurion products have service technicians in VIC, NSW, WA & SA

                    


                                    
                        
                                                    

                        HIGHLY CUSTOMISABLE

                        Configure your product online and our skilled staff will handcraft your purchase
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                                Chiropractic Tables
                            

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                                                        
                                        Chiropractic Tables
                                    

                                    Endorsed by the Australian Chiropractic Association Athelgen’s Pro-Lift Apollo 5 feature adjustable Thoracic & Lumbar drops.
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                                        Home and Student
                                    

                                    Our home and student treatment tables offer some of the best premium features, at an affordable price point.
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                                        Massage and Natural Therapies
                                    

                                    Athlegen offer premium Australian made electric massage tables, and affordable Centurion portable and electric tables
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                                        Medical Treatment Tables & Beds
                                    

                                    Choose from our huge range of Consulting Chairs, Radiology Beds, Treatment Tables and Beds purpose-built for your needs.
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                                        Podiatry Chairs
                                    

                                    Enjoy working with a beautiful Podiatry chair, meticulously engineered and manufactured in Australia, to exceptional standards.
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                                Physiotherapy Treatment Tables & Beds
                            

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                                                        
                                        Physiotherapy Treatment Tables & Beds
                                    

                                    Premium and purpose-built electric height adjustable physiotherapy treatment tables.
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                                        Osteopathy
                                    

                                    Our osteopathy tables feature a Dunlop cushioning system, designed to be perfectly suited for manipulations and adjustments.
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                                        Spa, Laser & Beauty
                                    

                                    Purpose-built electric beauty & massage beds, laser & spa treatment tables for salons or clinics. Tables to suit every budget.
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                                        Echocardiography
                                    

                                    For fast unobtrusive imaging, all models feature hinged cardiac sections that stow away with a convenient magnetic lock.

                                

                            
                        

                    

                                    

    



    
        
                
            PRO-LIFT: VENUS Extend

            Customise your own treatment table or chair

            Click on a feature to know more about what this model can do.

            
                                
                                                                
                                                                                        
                                    Body Filler Pads

                                    Body filler pads increase client comfort during supine treatments. These can be easily removed to allow easy access to the prone armrests.



                                

                                                            
                                    Motorised Backrest & Seat Tilt

                                    Enabling effortless adjustment, the lift-up back and seat tilt move together. As the backrest raises, the seat gently tilts, maintaining a comfortable seated position. Perfect for a spa and beauty treatments.



                                

                                                            
                                    Base Style Options

                                    Choose between our Standard base with concealed in-line wheels and floor-levelling feet or our lockable Castor base for easy manoeuvrability. All wheels feature TPE rubber compound tread to protect your floors.
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                                    Adjustable Head Cradle

                                    The sturdy integrated head cradle and armrest can be adjusted to your preferred angle for superb patient comfort. An optional removable armrest is also available.



                                

                                                            
                                    Manicure Armrests

                                    Manicure armrests allow seated clients to relax completely. They can be entirely removed or flipped out of the way when clients need to get on and on the table.



                                

                                                            
                                    Extendable footrest

                                    The footrest extends by up to 200mm providing a tabletop of over two meters in length. Perfect for treating taller patients.
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                                    Body Filler Pads

                                    Body filler pads increase client comfort during supine treatments. These can be easily removed to allow easy access to the prone armrests.



                                

                                                            
                                    Motorised Backrest & Seat Tilt

                                    Enabling effortless adjustment, the lift-up back and seat tilt move together. As the backrest raises, the seat gently tilts, maintaining a comfortable seated position. Perfect for a spa and beauty treatments.



                                

                                                            
                                    Base Style Options

                                    Choose between our Standard base with concealed in-line wheels and floor-levelling feet or our lockable Castor base for easy manoeuvrability. All wheels feature TPE rubber compound tread to protect your floors.



                                

                                                            
                                    Adjustable Head Cradle

                                    The sturdy integrated head cradle and armrest can be adjusted to your preferred angle for superb patient comfort. An optional removable armrest is also available.



                                

                                                            
                                    Manicure Armrests

                                    Manicure armrests allow seated clients to relax completely. They can be entirely removed or flipped out of the way when clients need to get on and on the table.



                                

                                                            
                                    Extendable footrest

                                    The footrest extends by up to 200mm providing a tabletop of over two meters in length. Perfect for treating taller patients.
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                    NEXT - PRO-LIFT: ACCESS RMS

                

                                    
                                                    FIND OUT MORE
                            

                                            

                            

        

                
            PRO-LIFT: ACCESS RMS

            Customise your own treatment table or chair

            Click on a feature to know more about what this model can do.

            
                                
                                                                
                                                                                        
                                    Extendable Footrest

                                    The footrest extends by up to 200mm providing a tabletop of over two meters in length. Perfect for treating taller patients.



                                

                                                            
                                    Motorised Raising Mid Section

                                    Use the motorised raising mid-section to stretch the lower back muscles. The head cradle, armrest and body midsection adjust in unison to maintain patient comfort throughout treatments.



                                

                                                            
                                    Base Style Options

                                    Choose between our Standard base with concealed in-line wheels and floor-levelling feet or our lockable Castor base for easy manoeuvrability. All wheels feature TPE rubber compound tread to protect your floors.
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                                    Raising Leg Section

                                    The manually adjustable leg section is ideal for postural drainage treatments or as an alternate backrest support.



                                

                                                            
                                    Body Filler Pads

                                    Body filler pads increase client comfort during supine treatments. These can be easily removed to allow easy access to the prone armrests.



                                

                                                            
                                    Adjustable Head Cradle

                                    The sturdy integrated head cradle and armrest can be adjusted to your preferred angle for superb patient comfort. An optional removable armrest is also available.
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                                    Extendable Footrest

                                    The footrest extends by up to 200mm providing a tabletop of over two meters in length. Perfect for treating taller patients.



                                

                                                            
                                    Motorised Raising Mid Section

                                    Use the motorised raising mid-section to stretch the lower back muscles. The head cradle, armrest and body midsection adjust in unison to maintain patient comfort throughout treatments.



                                

                                                            
                                    Base Style Options

                                    Choose between our Standard base with concealed in-line wheels and floor-levelling feet or our lockable Castor base for easy manoeuvrability. All wheels feature TPE rubber compound tread to protect your floors.



                                

                                                            
                                    Raising Leg Section

                                    The manually adjustable leg section is ideal for postural drainage treatments or as an alternate backrest support.



                                

                                                            
                                    Body Filler Pads

                                    Body filler pads increase client comfort during supine treatments. These can be easily removed to allow easy access to the prone armrests.



                                

                                                            
                                    Adjustable Head Cradle

                                    The sturdy integrated head cradle and armrest can be adjusted to your preferred angle for superb patient comfort. An optional removable armrest is also available.
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                    NEXT - VALUE-LIFT: TREATMENT
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            VALUE-LIFT: TREATMENT

            Customise your own treatment table or chair

            Click on a feature to know more about what this model can do.

            
                                
                                                                
                                                                                        
                                    Gas-Assisted Backrest

                                    Lift-assist gas springs help support a patient’s body weight for more comfortable and secure table adjustments.



                                

                                                            
                                    Linak Actuator

                                    All Value-Lift tables feature a Danish actuator by Linak which is manufactured to our strict quality control. All products are inspected and checked by Athlegen when they arrive in Australia.



                                

                                                            
                                    Stainless Steel Footswitch

                                    The table comes with a sturdy footswitch made with a stainless steel body. Order an additional footswitch to control the height from either side of the table.
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                                    Upholstery & Cushioning

                                    Featuring a Semi-Pu upholstery and a 60mm, medium finish, premium foam, the Value-Lift Treatment is ideal for light physiotherapy use, massage, acupuncture, osteopathy and beauty treatments.



                                

                                                            
                                    Gas-Assisted Headrest

                                    The standard configuration includes a face hole in the head section for comfortable prone treatments. The head section can be finely adjusted to enable patients to relax neck muscles fully during treatments.



                                

                                                            
                                    Retractable Wheels

                                    The foot operated retractable wheel system allows for easy manoeuvrability when moving the table. When not in use the wheels retract to provide a stable solid base.
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                                    Gas-Assisted Backrest

                                    Lift-assist gas springs help support a patient’s body weight for more comfortable and secure table adjustments.



                                

                                                            
                                    Linak Actuator

                                    All Value-Lift tables feature a Danish actuator by Linak which is manufactured to our strict quality control. All products are inspected and checked by Athlegen when they arrive in Australia.



                                

                                                            
                                    Stainless Steel Footswitch

                                    The table comes with a sturdy footswitch made with a stainless steel body. Order an additional footswitch to control the height from either side of the table.



                                

                                                            
                                    Upholstery & Cushioning

                                    Featuring a Semi-Pu upholstery and a 60mm, medium finish, premium foam, the Value-Lift Treatment is ideal for light physiotherapy use, massage, acupuncture, osteopathy and beauty treatments.



                                

                                                            
                                    Gas-Assisted Headrest

                                    The standard configuration includes a face hole in the head section for comfortable prone treatments. The head section can be finely adjusted to enable patients to relax neck muscles fully during treatments.



                                

                                                            
                                    Retractable Wheels

                                    The foot operated retractable wheel system allows for easy manoeuvrability when moving the table. When not in use the wheels retract to provide a stable solid base.
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                    NEXT - PRO-LIFT: APOLLO 5
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            PRO-LIFT: APOLLO 5

            Customise your own treatment table or chair

            Click on a feature to know more about what this model can do.

            
                                
                                                                
                                                                                        
                                    Top Width & Shape

                                    Our standard width is 610mm. We also offer the optional 550mm or Advantage shape tabletop – both ideal for practitioners who prefer a narrower tabletop to perform manipulations and adjustments.



                                

                                                            
                                    Adjustable Head Section

                                    A sturdy, adjustable headrest and armrest can be set to the preferred angle for comfortable treatments. Includes a built-in paper roll holder and cutter.



                                

                                                            
                                    Base Style

                                    Choose between our Standard base with concealed in-line wheels and floor-levelling feet or our lockable Castor base for easy manoeuvrability. All wheels feature TPE rubber compound tread to protect your floors.
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                                    Adjustable Footrest

                                    The adjustable footrest provides ankle support. The standard footrest can be extended to create a tabletop of over two meters and can include a height adjustment option of up to 200mm.



                                

                                                            
                                    Magnetic Lumbar Drop

                                    With fewer moving parts, magnetic drops last longer and provide a smooth, crisp and responsive action. Our NEW drops have improved strength with a lower minimum hold resistance.



                                

                                                            
                                    Magnetic Thoracic Drop

                                    The Thoracic and Lumbar drops are both options on the Pro-Lift Apollo 5, but are included as standard on the Apollo 5 Advantage.
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                                    Top Width & Shape

                                    Our standard width is 610mm. We also offer the optional 550mm or Advantage shape tabletop – both ideal for practitioners who prefer a narrower tabletop to perform manipulations and adjustments.



                                

                                                            
                                    Adjustable Head Section

                                    A sturdy, adjustable headrest and armrest can be set to the preferred angle for comfortable treatments. Includes a built-in paper roll holder and cutter.



                                

                                                            
                                    Base Style

                                    Choose between our Standard base with concealed in-line wheels and floor-levelling feet or our lockable Castor base for easy manoeuvrability. All wheels feature TPE rubber compound tread to protect your floors.



                                

                                                            
                                    Adjustable Footrest

                                    The adjustable footrest provides ankle support. The standard footrest can be extended to create a tabletop of over two meters and can include a height adjustment option of up to 200mm.



                                

                                                            
                                    Magnetic Lumbar Drop

                                    With fewer moving parts, magnetic drops last longer and provide a smooth, crisp and responsive action. Our NEW drops have improved strength with a lower minimum hold resistance.



                                

                                                            
                                    Magnetic Thoracic Drop

                                    The Thoracic and Lumbar drops are both options on the Pro-Lift Apollo 5, but are included as standard on the Apollo 5 Advantage.
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                    NEXT - PRO-LIFT: OSTEO MKII
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            PRO-LIFT: OSTEO MKII

            Customise your own treatment table or chair

            Click on a feature to know more about what this model can do.

            
                                
                                                                
                                                                                        
                                    Adjustable Footrest

                                    The footrest is height adjustable up to 200mm and can be extended to create a tabletop of over two metres. Ideal ankle support for patients of diverse stature.



                                

                                                            
                                    Fast Height Adjustment

                                    Save time with quick height adjustments from our extra powerful 10,000N German actuator – with smooth and quiet operation, our actuator is three times faster than most competing products.



                                

                                                            
                                    Base Style Options

                                    Choose between our Standard base with concealed in-line wheels and floor-levelling feet or our lockable Castor base for easy manoeuvrability. All wheels feature TPE rubber compound tread to protect your floors.
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                                    Table Width Options

                                    We have a table width to suit every practitioner. Select from 550mm, 610mm (our most popular table top width) or 660mm.



                                

                                                            
                                    Adjustable Head Section

                                    The sturdy head section and armrest can be finely adjusted so the prone patient can fully relax their neck muscles during treatments. The narrower head section design allows easy access to the armrest



                                

                                                            
                                    Optional Removable Armrest

                                    Fast to remove and replace, the removable armrest allows better practitioner access when working seated at the head of the table.
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                                    Adjustable Footrest

                                    The footrest is height adjustable up to 200mm and can be extended to create a tabletop of over two metres. Ideal ankle support for patients of diverse stature.



                                

                                                            
                                    Fast Height Adjustment

                                    Save time with quick height adjustments from our extra powerful 10,000N German actuator – with smooth and quiet operation, our actuator is three times faster than most competing products.



                                

                                                            
                                    Base Style Options

                                    Choose between our Standard base with concealed in-line wheels and floor-levelling feet or our lockable Castor base for easy manoeuvrability. All wheels feature TPE rubber compound tread to protect your floors.



                                

                                                            
                                    Table Width Options

                                    We have a table width to suit every practitioner. Select from 550mm, 610mm (our most popular table top width) or 660mm.



                                

                                                            
                                    Adjustable Head Section

                                    The sturdy head section and armrest can be finely adjusted so the prone patient can fully relax their neck muscles during treatments. The narrower head section design allows easy access to the armrest



                                

                                                            
                                    Optional Removable Armrest

                                    Fast to remove and replace, the removable armrest allows better practitioner access when working seated at the head of the table.
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                    NEXT - CENTURION CXL 720
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            CENTURION CXL 720

            Customise your own treatment table or chair

            Click on a feature to know more about what this model can do.

            
                                
                                                                
                                                                                        
                                    Face Hole Options

                                    The face hole and face hole plug allow you to move patients quickly between prone and supine positions – no need to rotate the patient to the other end of the table to avoid the face hole.



                                

                                                            
                                    Folding Design

                                    Weighing only 13.7kg, and featuring sturdy in-built handles, the CXL is extremely lightweight and the portable design makes it easy to transport. An optional transit bag is also available.



                                

                                                            
                                    Height Adjustable

                                    The D-shape aluminium legs make it fast and easy to adjust the height of the table. The table features small increment adjustments to ensure you can find a table height that is perfect for you.
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                                    Superior Design

                                    With twin cables, a patented triangulation power strut design and a CNC precision crafted plywood base, the CXL provides unparalleled support.



                                

                                                            
                                    Optional Head Cradle

                                    An alternative to the face hole, the head cradle’s height and angle can be adjusted to suit each patient. Extends the table length by 300mm, which is handy for treating taller patients.



                                

                                                            
                                    Optional Armrest Sling

                                    The optional armrest sling provides added comfort for your patients during prone treatments. The CXL 720 is also available as a package deal inc. a Transit bag, head cradle and armrest sling.
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                                    Face Hole Options

                                    The face hole and face hole plug allow you to move patients quickly between prone and supine positions – no need to rotate the patient to the other end of the table to avoid the face hole.



                                

                                                            
                                    Folding Design

                                    Weighing only 13.7kg, and featuring sturdy in-built handles, the CXL is extremely lightweight and the portable design makes it easy to transport. An optional transit bag is also available.



                                

                                                            
                                    Height Adjustable

                                    The D-shape aluminium legs make it fast and easy to adjust the height of the table. The table features small increment adjustments to ensure you can find a table height that is perfect for you.



                                

                                                            
                                    Superior Design

                                    With twin cables, a patented triangulation power strut design and a CNC precision crafted plywood base, the CXL provides unparalleled support.



                                

                                                            
                                    Optional Head Cradle

                                    An alternative to the face hole, the head cradle’s height and angle can be adjusted to suit each patient. Extends the table length by 300mm, which is handy for treating taller patients.



                                

                                                            
                                    Optional Armrest Sling

                                    The optional armrest sling provides added comfort for your patients during prone treatments. The CXL 720 is also available as a package deal inc. a Transit bag, head cradle and armrest sling.
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                    NEXT - PRO-LIFT: VENUS Extend

                

                                    
                                                    FIND OUT MORE
                            

                                            

                            

        

                
            CENTURION TRAVELLER MASSAGE CHAIR

            Customise your own treatment table or chair

            Click on a feature to know more about what this model can do.

            
                                
                                                                
                                                                                        
                                    Compact Design

                                    Weighing only 7.6kg, the Traveller is extremely lightweight and folds flat for easy transportation. Easy to set up and fold away without any of the noise or fuss of pressing locking buttons.



                                

                                                            
                                    Versatile Height Range

                                    With multiple height settings, the Traveller can comfortably accommodate a large range of different-sized patients from 1.2 to 2m.



                                

                                                            
                                    Adjustable Sections

                                    Patient comfort is assured with an adjustable head cradle (height and angle), chest pad (height), prone armrest and seat (angle).
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                                    Adjustable Head Cradle

                                    The adjustable head cradle can be adjusted height and angle to suit each patient. The Traveller also comes with a removable, soft, moulded face pad for premium patient comfort.



                                

                                                            
                                    Chest Bolster

                                    The chest bolster offers additional support and comfort for women during treatments. The chest bolster is easily removable and adjustable.



                                

                                                            
                                    Sturdy Design

                                    The Traveller is made with soft and durable PU fabric with oil-resistant properties, as well as a strong, rust-free powder-coated aluminium frame. Safe working load 155KG*
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                                    Compact Design

                                    Weighing only 7.6kg, the Traveller is extremely lightweight and folds flat for easy transportation. Easy to set up and fold away without any of the noise or fuss of pressing locking buttons.



                                

                                                            
                                    Versatile Height Range

                                    With multiple height settings, the Traveller can comfortably accommodate a large range of different-sized patients from 1.2 to 2m.



                                

                                                            
                                    Adjustable Sections

                                    Patient comfort is assured with an adjustable head cradle (height and angle), chest pad (height), prone armrest and seat (angle).



                                

                                                            
                                    Adjustable Head Cradle

                                    The adjustable head cradle can be adjusted height and angle to suit each patient. The Traveller also comes with a removable, soft, moulded face pad for premium patient comfort.



                                

                                                            
                                    Chest Bolster

                                    The chest bolster offers additional support and comfort for women during treatments. The chest bolster is easily removable and adjustable.



                                

                                                            
                                    Sturdy Design

                                    The Traveller is made with soft and durable PU fabric with oil-resistant properties, as well as a strong, rust-free powder-coated aluminium frame. Safe working load 155KG*
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                    NEXT - PRO-LIFT: VENUS Extend
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            Here’s what our customers think

            
                
                                    
                        
                            We recently purchased 6 tables from Athlegen and are so happy. These are the best in the business for Physio, Massage, Osteo and Chiro tables. They use Hanning motors which are the fastest also. Excellent customer service and the production crew were able to deliver all the features we wanted for our new clinic. Don’t bother going anywhere else, these guys are the best! Thank you to all the Athlegen team from sales, production to delivery which every touch point was outstanding.



                            Ace Sports ClinicOsteopath - 2020

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I have purchased 4 tables from Athlegen. All are of excellent quality and very light. The sales staff have been very helpful with the purchasing process, and overall their customer service has been excellent.



                            Ben Gold Physiotherapist - 2020

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I only rated this company 5 stars because 6 stars wasn’t an option. An “ethical” company is the highest compliment I can offer. I wish Athlegen tables were available in the USA.



                            Bettina Valentine Getaway Spa - 2019

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I just wanted to thank you for your your assistance in choosing the right therapy table for my son. The table is perfect and I am really happy with the quality, material and colour. Your company made the whole process incredibly simple and efficient and delivered on time.



                            Carolyn Austin 2016, Treatment Pro-Lift

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I have had an Athlegen Access table since 1996, it has been a fantastic table and gets a huge amount of work as I usually see 30 patients a week plus it is used on other days by other practitioners. Over the 14 years I have re-covered the vinyl once about two years ago and replaced the motor about one year ago and it is like a new table. When I needed to replace the motor Athlegen was very helpful and able to supply this, which has turned out to be an upgrade, as the motor is faster than the last and has more professional looking foot pedals.

In terms of functionality, it is easy to work on, the curved shape means it is easy to stretch the patient when required and it is defiantly the most comfortable table in the whole clinic for the patient.

I love my table and I am very happy that I chose the Athlegen Access table all those years ago. I have definitely got my money’s worth and I have no intention of changing tables.



                            Catherine Tiney (Massage Therapist & Owner/Manager Sydney Essential Health) - 2010

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I bought my Massage Table from Azima 14 years ago and it still looks like it’s brand new. It’s by far the best purchase I ever made for my business. I have seen many massage tables over my career and these are far above the rest. They cannot be matched for the quality and workmanship and the service provided is second to none. Thank you I will be back soon for some more organic massage oil.



                            Clinton Gray, 2018

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I only rated this company 5 stars because 6 stars wasn’t an option. An “ethical” company is the highest compliment I can offer. I wish Athlegen tables were available in the USA.



                            DP Khalsa - 2019

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            Athlegen has and always will be our only choice when it comes to treatment tables. We have over 20 treatment tables across our clinics and compared to other products on the market, you can’t beat the reliability of their Australian built products. From the quality of the steel frame to the durability of their motors, our Athlegen tables are crucial to our practitioners providing exceptional service to their patients.



                            Dr David Aboud - Quay Health Osteopath 2019

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            We purchased the Athlegen Treatment Table for day surgery, examinations and general treatments and procedures. This has been very beneficial to the clinic. Patients can now safely and easily approach the treatment table. This is particularly helpful with the elderly, the physically impaired and even children. The electric lift height adjustment is also beneficial for the medical practitioners and nurses. The height of the table can be quickly and easily adjusted to suitable, safe and comfortable working height for the individual. This has also reduced the risk of back strain and made for a safer work environment.



                            Dr. R Dunn - General Practitioner Blackburn Clinic

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            Nearly 30 years ago my friend and I greatly encouraged the city gym in Sydney to replace the old massage table with the wonderful hydraulic table from Athlegen , after leaving the City Gym I bought an Athlegen portable table and then after moving back to SA I bought my very own hydraulic table, I sent my old portable table in to get new vinyl and the table came back like a brand new table, love the company love the products…. I have been massaging since 1983… and it’s made so much easier with my Athlegen hydraulic table.. thank you 🤗



                            Fiona A Mackinnon - 2019

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            Just a note to let you know that the adjusting chiropractic tables are performing admirably, being both easy to use and comfortable for patients.



                            Gary - Chiropractor - Coleman Chiropractic

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            The more I study and see the Athlegen-products, the more I love them.

I have the Athlegen Access massage table in my practice since 3 years and worked with one for 2 years before that – nothing compares to it … If you ever need somebody in Perth to promote or sell them , I would be more than happy to do so…!



                            Gitta Wright

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I have a Centurion power lift table I purchased through Athlegen over 3 years ago and it has worked like a dream until recently. Contacting Athlegen, even though my warranty had run out, I was given outstanding customer service. Specifically from your Sales/Admin a Mr John Bright. John kept in regular contact until my problem was solved and my table was working again. I had to purchase 3 seperate parts with the option of returning the 2 that weren’t needed with a full refund.

Thanks again Athlegen, and to John Bright, “You are a Star, thank you”.



                            Gordana Auton - Remedial Massage Therapist - 2018

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I’ve been in full time practice as a Bowen therapist for over thirty years and in that time I have owned more than a dozen treatment tables. This table is, without question, the finest table I’ve ever worked on.



                            Garaham Pennington - Bowen Therapist & Instructor - Warrnambool Natural Medicine Centre - 2020

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I would firstly like to thank you for organising our previous order last year. The tables are great and we have not had a single issue.

Incline Health would like to place another order.



                            Julia Terrigal Bodyworks - 2017 Access Pro-Lift

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I can’t speak highly enough of Athlegen Massage Tables. I worked on one for 17 yrs and never forgot how ergonomic it was for clients and for me the Therapist. Finally i have bought my own for my private practice and i’m thrilled with how well it’s made and operates. It’s smooth and quiet and built to accommodate all sizes and shapes. The whole team were extremely helpful and friendly to order through. I just hope my hands can keep going as long as this table will. Thanks again Athlegen!



                            Jen Suzanne - Massage Therapist - 2020

                        

                    

                                                    
                        
                            Had the best service from these good people when they fixed my cradle .. only cost me postage! Unheard of service these days .. thank you so much.



                            Joanne Austin - 2019

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I would just like to say thank you for a fabulous quality product. My Athlegen Access Lift table has been used for a dozen treatments daily in a busy clinic for 16 years and is still going strong. Flawless operation, quality vinyl, stitching completely intact, the only part I’ve replaced is the face cradle pad. Will definitely purchase from Athlegen again.



                            James Gullotta - Director, Incline Health 2015, Osteo XL Pro-Lift 

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            My product has been a hero over 15 years of hard work 6 days a week. Never had a problem, then I shifted my practice and a wheel broke. I rang and ordered 2 new wheels and they arrived in a blink at a very reasonable price. Then I had trouble putting on the new wheel so I rang for help and it arrived in 2 days in the shape of a serviceman, in Adelaide. He was brilliant, charming and friendly. He fully serviced my table and changed the wheel efficiently, gave me advice and left me feeling very happy. Thanks to Richard and Pete.



                            Karin - 2019

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            We have purchased four specialised scanning treatment tables from Athlegen. During the past few months of use, we have been extremely satisfied with this product with all of our initial specifications met or exceeded. The quality of the construction and finished presentation of the treatment tables is far superior to any we have seen. To date the company has also offered excellent backup support.



                            Leon Cottle - Senior Sonographer Ballarat Health Services

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            We have been using the Athlegen examination tables at our Ballarat & Buninyong Medical centres for several years now with great success. They are especially great for our elderly clients & those with disabilities, who would have difficulties climbing up onto our old non-adjustable examination tables. The electric height adjustment function makes it much easier to assess the client and at the same time, address occupational health and safety issues of staff, who no longer need to bend over clients in their day to day work.



                            Lisa Wisely - Practice Nurse Manager of Ballarat Medical Centre

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I have been working in the Spa Industry for 15 years, beginning as a therapist, trainer and now Spa Manager of Operations at Spa Botanica. During this time I have had the opportunity to work with many massage equipment suppliers and brands, whether it be for products, equipment, marketing etc. And as far as treatment and massage beds go, I haven’t found any that come close to the standard of Athlegen. The Athlegen beds are a fantastic product. They are versatile, strong, adapt to the massage therapist and guest needs, practical and extremely comfortable. I have found them to be the most suitable bed to have in a spa.

It is a product I am extremely happy to have in Spa Botanica.



                             Louise Bunting - Spa Manager of operations Spa Botanica - Singapore

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            If you’re looking for the best built, highest quality, fastest treatment tables in the country, look no further than Athlegen. The people that work here really care and are passionate about their products. The client experience from your order right up until your tables are delivered is exceptional. Thank you.



                            Luke Fuller - 2020

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I’m using an electric lift Athlegen table that is more than 20yrs old. The foam is perfect, the cover has one small mark and the original motor is still working strongly! Definitely recommend Athlegen.



                            Michelle Beck - 2019

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I bought a stool from Athlegen and I love it. The service has been fantastic, even when I got it wrong they were so nice about sorting things out for me. I took the stool to a workshop and everybody loved using it too.



                            Nat T - The Treatment Room - 2019

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I personally have two Athlegen massage tables in my massage therapy practice. My travels with the Australian Team (since 1989) has taken me to many competitions all over the world and I am always keen to check out the massage tables from other countries. From my observations, I believe that Athlegen tables whilst not cheap massage tables, are the best in the business.



                            Nick Massaro - Massage therapist for the Queensland Swimming team at Olympic trials 2000

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            For the past 5 years I have been travelling and working as a Mobile Chiropractor in Africa. With me I had my trusty Aussie made Athlegen portable table.

I had a specialised roof rack made for my Hilux and water proof carry case and with me it went. Through dry dusty Namibia, through rain drenched Zambia and through the Safari parks of the Serengetti and Masai Mara. If it got abit dusty, I would just wipe it off. If it got a bit wet, I would dry it out and for all those five magnificient years it never let me down.

It enabled me to work in the most remote parts of Africa. From my campsite, to my beachside bungalow, from rural villages to orphanges. I loved that table and I’m proud to say that when I had to leave it behind, I quickly went back to Athlegen and bought a new one.

Thanks for all the support Athlegen, literally.



                            Nick Tsoupis - Chiropractor, 2015

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            The VIS has used Athlegen massage tables for the last 6 years in the provision of specialist sports medicine services to athletes from a wide range of sports. The massage tables have been successfully used both in a clinical setting and an ‘on field’ setting within Australia and Internationally.

Key features of the Athlegen massage tables are exemplary quality, versatility of patient positioning, rapid speed of electric height adjustment, sure footed, robust, comfortable, patient-safe construction and excellent practitioner functionality.



                            Rob Granter - Coordinator Massage therapy services Victorian Institute of Sport

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            Have only ever brought from here as others don’t even come close.



                            Robert Taylor - 2018 Azima

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            Service was terrific. Great communication.

Item was delivered promptly and on time in excellent condition.



                            Tonya Buchanan - 2019

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            Just a note to give you some feedback on the massage table. Without a doubt, it is the finest massage table I have ever used (and I have used MANY during 20 years in practice). I have used some costing up to 4 times as much with lots of bells and whistles but this one is great for both patients and myself. I have found nothing but favourable comments from patients, especially with regard to face comfort whilst prone. I have found that the level of fatigue I normally experience during long working hours has decreased dramatically as a result of the excellent access around the massage table, together with the very useable height adjustment, and from being able to sit down comfortably for a significant proportion of the treatment time.



                            Warren Kinder - Naturopath/Acupuncturist Mudgee Natural Health Centre

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            I purchased an Electric Massage therapy table from you last year and I have been so impressed that I feel that I should write and tell you. As a massage therapist, it is great for my back that I can adjust the height at any given time for different areas of the body that I am working on. Also, the raising mid-section has been most beneficial for me to access clients lower backs, not to mention the comfort zone of clients who come in with lower back complaints, as this feature takes the pressure off. My clients have often commented on how comfortable the massage therapy table is.

Thank you again.



                            Wendy Rumble - Remedial Massage Therapist

                        

                    

                                

            

            
                
                    
                                                    
                                
                                    We recently purchased 6 tables from Athlegen and are so happy. These are the best in the business for Physio, Massage, Osteo and Chiro tables. They use Hanning motors which are the fastest also. Excellent customer service and the production crew were able to deliver all the features we wanted for our new clinic. Don’t bother going anywhere else, these guys are the best! Thank you to all the Athlegen team from sales, production to delivery which every touch point was outstanding.



                                    Ace Sports ClinicOsteopath - 2020

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I have purchased 4 tables from Athlegen. All are of excellent quality and very light. The sales staff have been very helpful with the purchasing process, and overall their customer service has been excellent.



                                    Ben Gold Physiotherapist - 2020

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I only rated this company 5 stars because 6 stars wasn’t an option. An “ethical” company is the highest compliment I can offer. I wish Athlegen tables were available in the USA.



                                    Bettina Valentine Getaway Spa - 2019

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I just wanted to thank you for your your assistance in choosing the right therapy table for my son. The table is perfect and I am really happy with the quality, material and colour. Your company made the whole process incredibly simple and efficient and delivered on time.



                                    Carolyn Austin 2016, Treatment Pro-Lift

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I have had an Athlegen Access table since 1996, it has been a fantastic table and gets a huge amount of work as I usually see 30 patients a week plus it is used on other days by other practitioners. Over the 14 years I have re-covered the vinyl once about two years ago and replaced the motor about one year ago and it is like a new table. When I needed to replace the motor Athlegen was very helpful and able to supply this, which has turned out to be an upgrade, as the motor is faster than the last and has more professional looking foot pedals.

In terms of functionality, it is easy to work on, the curved shape means it is easy to stretch the patient when required and it is defiantly the most comfortable table in the whole clinic for the patient.

I love my table and I am very happy that I chose the Athlegen Access table all those years ago. I have definitely got my money’s worth and I have no intention of changing tables.



                                    Catherine Tiney (Massage Therapist & Owner/Manager Sydney Essential Health) - 2010

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I bought my Massage Table from Azima 14 years ago and it still looks like it’s brand new. It’s by far the best purchase I ever made for my business. I have seen many massage tables over my career and these are far above the rest. They cannot be matched for the quality and workmanship and the service provided is second to none. Thank you I will be back soon for some more organic massage oil.



                                    Clinton Gray, 2018

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I only rated this company 5 stars because 6 stars wasn’t an option. An “ethical” company is the highest compliment I can offer. I wish Athlegen tables were available in the USA.



                                    DP Khalsa - 2019

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    Athlegen has and always will be our only choice when it comes to treatment tables. We have over 20 treatment tables across our clinics and compared to other products on the market, you can’t beat the reliability of their Australian built products. From the quality of the steel frame to the durability of their motors, our Athlegen tables are crucial to our practitioners providing exceptional service to their patients.



                                    Dr David Aboud - Quay Health Osteopath 2019

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    We purchased the Athlegen Treatment Table for day surgery, examinations and general treatments and procedures. This has been very beneficial to the clinic. Patients can now safely and easily approach the treatment table. This is particularly helpful with the elderly, the physically impaired and even children. The electric lift height adjustment is also beneficial for the medical practitioners and nurses. The height of the table can be quickly and easily adjusted to suitable, safe and comfortable working height for the individual. This has also reduced the risk of back strain and made for a safer work environment.



                                    Dr. R Dunn - General Practitioner Blackburn Clinic

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    Nearly 30 years ago my friend and I greatly encouraged the city gym in Sydney to replace the old massage table with the wonderful hydraulic table from Athlegen , after leaving the City Gym I bought an Athlegen portable table and then after moving back to SA I bought my very own hydraulic table, I sent my old portable table in to get new vinyl and the table came back like a brand new table, love the company love the products…. I have been massaging since 1983… and it’s made so much easier with my Athlegen hydraulic table.. thank you 🤗



                                    Fiona A Mackinnon - 2019

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    Just a note to let you know that the adjusting chiropractic tables are performing admirably, being both easy to use and comfortable for patients.



                                    Gary - Chiropractor - Coleman Chiropractic

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    The more I study and see the Athlegen-products, the more I love them.

I have the Athlegen Access massage table in my practice since 3 years and worked with one for 2 years before that – nothing compares to it … If you ever need somebody in Perth to promote or sell them , I would be more than happy to do so…!



                                    Gitta Wright

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I have a Centurion power lift table I purchased through Athlegen over 3 years ago and it has worked like a dream until recently. Contacting Athlegen, even though my warranty had run out, I was given outstanding customer service. Specifically from your Sales/Admin a Mr John Bright. John kept in regular contact until my problem was solved and my table was working again. I had to purchase 3 seperate parts with the option of returning the 2 that weren’t needed with a full refund.

Thanks again Athlegen, and to John Bright, “You are a Star, thank you”.



                                    Gordana Auton - Remedial Massage Therapist - 2018

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I’ve been in full time practice as a Bowen therapist for over thirty years and in that time I have owned more than a dozen treatment tables. This table is, without question, the finest table I’ve ever worked on.



                                    Garaham Pennington - Bowen Therapist & Instructor - Warrnambool Natural Medicine Centre - 2020

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I would firstly like to thank you for organising our previous order last year. The tables are great and we have not had a single issue.

Incline Health would like to place another order.



                                    Julia Terrigal Bodyworks - 2017 Access Pro-Lift

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I can’t speak highly enough of Athlegen Massage Tables. I worked on one for 17 yrs and never forgot how ergonomic it was for clients and for me the Therapist. Finally i have bought my own for my private practice and i’m thrilled with how well it’s made and operates. It’s smooth and quiet and built to accommodate all sizes and shapes. The whole team were extremely helpful and friendly to order through. I just hope my hands can keep going as long as this table will. Thanks again Athlegen!



                                    Jen Suzanne - Massage Therapist - 2020

                                

                            

                                            

                

                
                    
                                                    
                                
                                    Had the best service from these good people when they fixed my cradle .. only cost me postage! Unheard of service these days .. thank you so much.



                                    Joanne Austin - 2019

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I would just like to say thank you for a fabulous quality product. My Athlegen Access Lift table has been used for a dozen treatments daily in a busy clinic for 16 years and is still going strong. Flawless operation, quality vinyl, stitching completely intact, the only part I’ve replaced is the face cradle pad. Will definitely purchase from Athlegen again.



                                    James Gullotta - Director, Incline Health 2015, Osteo XL Pro-Lift 

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    My product has been a hero over 15 years of hard work 6 days a week. Never had a problem, then I shifted my practice and a wheel broke. I rang and ordered 2 new wheels and they arrived in a blink at a very reasonable price. Then I had trouble putting on the new wheel so I rang for help and it arrived in 2 days in the shape of a serviceman, in Adelaide. He was brilliant, charming and friendly. He fully serviced my table and changed the wheel efficiently, gave me advice and left me feeling very happy. Thanks to Richard and Pete.



                                    Karin - 2019

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    We have purchased four specialised scanning treatment tables from Athlegen. During the past few months of use, we have been extremely satisfied with this product with all of our initial specifications met or exceeded. The quality of the construction and finished presentation of the treatment tables is far superior to any we have seen. To date the company has also offered excellent backup support.



                                    Leon Cottle - Senior Sonographer Ballarat Health Services

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    We have been using the Athlegen examination tables at our Ballarat & Buninyong Medical centres for several years now with great success. They are especially great for our elderly clients & those with disabilities, who would have difficulties climbing up onto our old non-adjustable examination tables. The electric height adjustment function makes it much easier to assess the client and at the same time, address occupational health and safety issues of staff, who no longer need to bend over clients in their day to day work.



                                    Lisa Wisely - Practice Nurse Manager of Ballarat Medical Centre

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I have been working in the Spa Industry for 15 years, beginning as a therapist, trainer and now Spa Manager of Operations at Spa Botanica. During this time I have had the opportunity to work with many massage equipment suppliers and brands, whether it be for products, equipment, marketing etc. And as far as treatment and massage beds go, I haven’t found any that come close to the standard of Athlegen. The Athlegen beds are a fantastic product. They are versatile, strong, adapt to the massage therapist and guest needs, practical and extremely comfortable. I have found them to be the most suitable bed to have in a spa.

It is a product I am extremely happy to have in Spa Botanica.



                                     Louise Bunting - Spa Manager of operations Spa Botanica - Singapore

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    If you’re looking for the best built, highest quality, fastest treatment tables in the country, look no further than Athlegen. The people that work here really care and are passionate about their products. The client experience from your order right up until your tables are delivered is exceptional. Thank you.



                                    Luke Fuller - 2020

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I’m using an electric lift Athlegen table that is more than 20yrs old. The foam is perfect, the cover has one small mark and the original motor is still working strongly! Definitely recommend Athlegen.



                                    Michelle Beck - 2019

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I bought a stool from Athlegen and I love it. The service has been fantastic, even when I got it wrong they were so nice about sorting things out for me. I took the stool to a workshop and everybody loved using it too.



                                    Nat T - The Treatment Room - 2019

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I personally have two Athlegen massage tables in my massage therapy practice. My travels with the Australian Team (since 1989) has taken me to many competitions all over the world and I am always keen to check out the massage tables from other countries. From my observations, I believe that Athlegen tables whilst not cheap massage tables, are the best in the business.



                                    Nick Massaro - Massage therapist for the Queensland Swimming team at Olympic trials 2000

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    For the past 5 years I have been travelling and working as a Mobile Chiropractor in Africa. With me I had my trusty Aussie made Athlegen portable table.

I had a specialised roof rack made for my Hilux and water proof carry case and with me it went. Through dry dusty Namibia, through rain drenched Zambia and through the Safari parks of the Serengetti and Masai Mara. If it got abit dusty, I would just wipe it off. If it got a bit wet, I would dry it out and for all those five magnificient years it never let me down.

It enabled me to work in the most remote parts of Africa. From my campsite, to my beachside bungalow, from rural villages to orphanges. I loved that table and I’m proud to say that when I had to leave it behind, I quickly went back to Athlegen and bought a new one.

Thanks for all the support Athlegen, literally.



                                    Nick Tsoupis - Chiropractor, 2015

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    The VIS has used Athlegen massage tables for the last 6 years in the provision of specialist sports medicine services to athletes from a wide range of sports. The massage tables have been successfully used both in a clinical setting and an ‘on field’ setting within Australia and Internationally.

Key features of the Athlegen massage tables are exemplary quality, versatility of patient positioning, rapid speed of electric height adjustment, sure footed, robust, comfortable, patient-safe construction and excellent practitioner functionality.



                                    Rob Granter - Coordinator Massage therapy services Victorian Institute of Sport

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    Have only ever brought from here as others don’t even come close.



                                    Robert Taylor - 2018 Azima

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    Service was terrific. Great communication.

Item was delivered promptly and on time in excellent condition.



                                    Tonya Buchanan - 2019

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    Just a note to give you some feedback on the massage table. Without a doubt, it is the finest massage table I have ever used (and I have used MANY during 20 years in practice). I have used some costing up to 4 times as much with lots of bells and whistles but this one is great for both patients and myself. I have found nothing but favourable comments from patients, especially with regard to face comfort whilst prone. I have found that the level of fatigue I normally experience during long working hours has decreased dramatically as a result of the excellent access around the massage table, together with the very useable height adjustment, and from being able to sit down comfortably for a significant proportion of the treatment time.



                                    Warren Kinder - Naturopath/Acupuncturist Mudgee Natural Health Centre

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    I purchased an Electric Massage therapy table from you last year and I have been so impressed that I feel that I should write and tell you. As a massage therapist, it is great for my back that I can adjust the height at any given time for different areas of the body that I am working on. Also, the raising mid-section has been most beneficial for me to access clients lower backs, not to mention the comfort zone of clients who come in with lower back complaints, as this feature takes the pressure off. My clients have often commented on how comfortable the massage therapy table is.

Thank you again.



                                    Wendy Rumble - Remedial Massage Therapist

                                

                            

                                            

                

            

        
    
        
            FEATURED PRODUCTS
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                            Pro-Lift: Access RMS

                            
                                
                                                                    

                                Aus Made: Pro-Lift

                            

                            
                                [image: featured product image]                            

                            The Access™ RMS (raising mid-section) is the ultimate treatment table. It provides you with the ability to treat your clients using the very best equipment available.

                                                        RRP $4850 ex.GST

                                                                                    
                                VIEW PRODUCT
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                            Centurion Elite ABR

                            
                                
                                                                    

                                Portable Massage Tables & Beds

                            

                            
                                [image: featured product image]                            

                            The Elite ABR is one of the strongest and lightest tables available. Ideal for professionals or students just starting out who require a portable table with an adjustable backrest.

                                                        RRP $495 ex.GST

                                                                                    
                                VIEW PRODUCT
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                            Centurion Value-Lift: Treatment 3 section

                            
                                
                                                                    

                                Imported: Value-Lift

                            

                            
                                [image: featured product image]                            

                            Save up to $200 on the Value-Lift range. These are the best-priced quality electric tables in Australia and are used daily by thousands of practitioners. Fully supported by the Athlegen national servicing team and industry-leading warranty. Bonus Free Supine Cushion. *While stocks last!

The Centurion Value-Lift Treatment table and the Athlegen Pro-Lift Treatment 680 are proudly endorsed by the Australian Physiotherapy Association.

                                                        RRP $1359.09 ex.GST

                                                                                    
                                VIEW PRODUCT
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            Tell us how we can improve – we strive to continually improve our products, service and website; your suggestions and comments are always welcome
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                            Athlegen is 100% Australian owned and all design is done in Australia. All Athlegen branded products continue to be fully manufactured in Australia and we remain committed to this principle, focusing on what we do best; providing practitioners and their patients with the strongest and most reliable treatment tables available anywhere.

We are confident our products represent the best quality and value for money in the world.
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Acupuncture
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